# Trans In BigLaw Monthly Networking Program

In an effort to increase trans and nonbinary inclusion in the legal profession, the National LGBTQ+ Bar Association, with support from our founding sponsor, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, launched the Trans in BigLaw Monthly Networking Meetings. This program is a closed space for transgender and nonbinary lawyers and business professionals who work in BigLaw. Support your organization’s trans and nonbinary attorneys by sponsoring Trans in BigLaw this year.

## Gold Level Sponsor ($25,000)

- Public recognition as a top sponsor of Trans in BigLaw on LGBTQ+ Bar website (with a highly visible logo), newsletter and other mailings, and social media.
- Access to quarterly 30 minute one-on-one coaching and support calls with the Bar’s Director of DEI, Dru Levasseur, for each Trans in BigLaw member.
- One of the official top sponsors of the Trans in BigLaw in-person meeting that takes place at the Lavender Law® Conference. Your firm’s logo will be prominently on display at the Lavender Law® Conference Trans in BigLaw meeting room as sponsor.
- If your organization has a member of the Trans in BigLaw program, the opportunity to provide welcome remarks at the Trans in BigLaw meeting that takes place at the Lavender Law® Conference.
- Invitation to biannual DEI update by the Bar’s Director of DEI, Dru Levasseur, facilitator of the Trans in BigLaw meetings.
- Access to biannual networking sessions for DEI professionals who support trans and nonbinary employees in BigLaw.
- Use of the LGBTQ+ Bar’s Trans in BigLaw official sponsorship stamp for your law firm website.
- Annual invitation to an exclusive consulting session for recruiters on how to attract and retain trans and nonbinary talent.
- Participation in our Trans in BigLaw Monthly Networking virtual meetings for an unlimited number of trans and/or nonbinary employees (attorneys or business professionals).
- Admission to Trans in BigLaw in-person meeting at the Lavender Law® Conference for trans and nonbinary employees (each attendee must separately have an individual registration to the Lavender Law® Conference).

## Silver Level Sponsor ($15,000)

- Public recognition as a Silver level sponsor of the Trans in BigLaw program on the Bar’s website, in the monthly newsletter and other mailings, and on social media.
- One of the official top sponsors of the Trans in BigLaw in-person meeting that takes place at the Lavender Law® Conference. Your firm’s logo will be prominently on display at the Lavender Law® Conference Trans in BigLaw meeting room as sponsor.
- Invitation to biannual DEI update by the Bar’s Director of DEI, Dru Levasseur, facilitator of the Trans in BigLaw meetings.
- Access to biannual networking sessions for DEI professionals who support trans and nonbinary employees in BigLaw.
- Use of the LGBTQ+ Bar’s Trans in BigLaw official sponsorship stamp for your law firm website.
- Annual invitation to an exclusive consulting session for recruiters on how to attract and retain trans and nonbinary talent.
- Participation in our Trans in BigLaw Monthly Networking virtual meetings for an unlimited number of trans and/or nonbinary employees (attorneys or business professionals).
- Admission to Trans in BigLaw in-person meeting at Lavender Law® Conference for trans and nonbinary employees (each attendee must separately have an individual registration to the Lavender Law® Conference).

## Bronze Level Sponsor ($5,000)

- Public recognition as a Bronze level sponsor on the LGBTQ+ Bar’s website and in the monthly newsletter.
- Participation in our Trans in BigLaw Monthly Networking virtual meetings for an unlimited number of trans and/or nonbinary employees (attorneys or business professionals).
- Admission to Trans in BigLaw in-person meeting at Lavender Law® Conference for trans and nonbinary employees (each attendee must separately have an individual registration to the Lavender Law® Conference).